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What You'll Learn

Problem Solution

JAMMED MACHINE
Threads are too long and get 
caught in the bobbin holder

Hold threads when beginning  
to stitch

Machine is dirty Clean and oil machine

Bobbin thread was not drawn 
up through the machine

Rethread bobbin and bring  
bobbin thread up through stitch plate and 
place both threads under the presser foot

Threads are stuck when you 
pull out the stitched fabric

Bring the needle to the highest  
position and raise the presser foot

MACHINE IS NOT 
STITCHING Thread caught around bobbin Clean machine and remove stray threads

The bobbin winder is engaged
Disengage the bobbin winder and en-
gage the handwheel, if necessary

FABRIC IS NOT MOVING 
THROUGH THE MACHINE Stitch length is too small Increase the stitch length

Feed dogs are lowered Raise/activate the feed dogs

Feed dogs are packed with lint
Remove throat plate and thoroughly 
clean between the feed dogs

Fabric is too thick to feed 
under the presser foot

Use a thinner fabric or flatten 
the seam with a hammer

Troubleshooting Guide
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Problem Solution

TOP THREAD BREAKS

Missed thread guide Re-thread the sewing machine

Tension is too tight Loosen the needle tension

Needle is bent or blunt
Change the needle to one appropri-
ate for the thread and fabric

Thread gets caught and breaks due 
to rough edge on spool

Turn the spool around or use a spool 
cover (on a horizontal spool pin)

NEEDLE BREAKS (OR 
BENDS)

Dull or bent needle
Change the needle, using one that is 
the correct needle system for your 
machine

Needle hits the bobbin or other 
internal machine parts

Push the needle into the needle 
clamp as high as it will go and 
tighten the needle screw. Check 
that it is the correct needle system 
for your machine

Wrong presser foot
Use the correct presser foot for the 
stitch you have selected to avoid the 
needle lowering onto the foot

LOUD CLUNKING NOISE

Machine needs to be cleaned and 
oiled

Clean and oil your machine, or take 
it to a local machine dealer to be 
serviced

Threaded incorrectly
Rethread the machine and replace 
the needle

Troubleshooting Guide
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Problem Solution

LOOSE STITCHES

Loosely wound bobbin Adjust the bobbin winder tension

Bobbin inserted incorrectly
Check your machine manual for correct 
bobbin position

Tension spring on bobbin case 
is too loose or the needle 
thread tension is too loose

Tighten the needle tension first, and then 
slightly tighten the tension screw on the 
bobbin case, if necessary

Presser foot is up Lower the presser foot

PUCKERED SEAM

Tension is too tight
Rethread the machine and/or adjust the 
tension dial to a lower number to loosen 
the tension

Needle is too large for thread 
or fabric

Use a smaller needle or thinner thread

UNDERSIDE LOOPS ALL 
ALONG THE SEAM

Bobbin inserted incorrectly
Check your manual and place the bob-
bin in the correct position

Needle thread is threaded 
incorrectly

Rethread the machine, being sure to use 
all appropriate thread guides

Needle is dull
Replace the needle with one appropriate 
for the fabric and thread

Tension Troubleshooting Guide

Tension problems have a variety of causes. Here are the most common symptioms 
 and tratments. Try these treatments before reaching for the tension dial.
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